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Texas Chapter O was chartered in April 1987. While the Chapter uses the name of Austin, Texas, as a location identifier,
Chapter O's participants come from many cities, towns and communities in Central Texas. Come join us at one of our
gatherings or rides! Our Gathering time/location and local, District, Region and Headquarters GWRRA contact information
is on page 2. Come join us for a ride - see our Ride Schedule on page 10. Or just visit our Web www.goldwingaustin.org
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Chapter Meetings
The 3rd Tuesday @ 7:00 pm
IHOP Hwy 183 and Duval

From the Chapter Director
John & Wanda Osborn
Chapter O
Why Mesh Riding Suits Don't
Work in Extreme Conditions
Human bodies exchange heat with their surroundings in four primary ways: convection,
conduction, radiation, and evaporative cooling (from perspiration). When
ambient temperatures are below the body's normal temperature of 98.6°F,
all of these pathways can provide cooling. The higher the wind speed, the
more cooling there is from convection. But when ambient temperatures rise
above 98.6°F, only evaporative cooling can work. More importantly, too
much wind becomes a bad thing. There is a limit to our body's perspiration
rate and when the wind speed uses up all of the available perspiration, more
wind increases convective HEATING. This is the opposite of "Wind Chill".
What this means is that you do NOT want to maximize the wind against your
skin when the temperature gets extreme. Mesh suits, or wearing just a lightweight shirt, are NOT the right approach. You will actually stay cooler with a
conventional suit with the vents adjusted so there is a more moderate air
flow across your skin. You Have to Carry Much More Water to Ride in 110°
F+ Temperatures When temperatures are below 98.6°F, you may perspire
less than 1 quart per day.
continued on page 3
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Want to experience “Friends for Fun, Safety and
Knowledge” first hand?
If the answer is “yes”, you are welcome to visit us at
our Chapter gatherings.
Chapter O’s participants gather the third Tuesday of
each month at 7:00 pm. The location is at the IHOP
Restaurant, 11654 Research Blvd (Hwy 183) at Duval
Road in Austin, TX. In case you get lost, the phone
number is 512-345-7124.
Please see page 10 for our Ride Calendar of Events.
For more information, we encourage you to contact
any of our team members or visit our websites (links to
all are provided on this page).
Wondering why you should join GWRRA? Check out
the benefits you will enjoy!
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(continued from pate 1)

blue jeans under the riding suit. This problem showed
up for the first time because the radiator discharge
temperature is directly related to the ambient temperature. Although engines run hotter in hot weather,
they actually discharge about the same amount of
heat energy into the radiator. That heat energy raises
the temperature of the radiator discharge the same
amount that it does at lower ambient temperatures. At
100°F, the radiator discharge might be 140°F and it
might get knocked down to 110°F before it impinges
your leg. It feels very warm, but it won't burn you. If
the ambient is 15°F higher, your leg might be exposed to 125°F and you can eventually get burned if
your leg isn't insulated from the radiator discharge.

But when the need for evaporative cooling kicks in,
you perspiration rate can increase to 1.5 quarts
PER HOUR. If you aren't drinking 1.5 quarts per
hour under extreme conditions, you will start becoming dehydrated. Your perspiration rate will decrease, you will feel hotter, your heart rate will increase, and your judgment will start to become
clouded. If you are a competitive endurance rider,
you can probably go at least 300 miles without
stopping. If you are averaging 75 mph, that's four
hours. You may need to consume 6 quarts of water
in that period of time when the temperature exceeds 110°F. I carry an insulated 1-gallon cooler
with a drinking tube attached when I know I will be
riding long distances in hot weather. It was barely
adequate for this trip because I deviated from my
normal routine and purchased an extra bottle of water to drink during my fuel stops. On one leg, I
made the mistake of starting with less than a full
gallon and started experiencing the early signs of
heat exhaustion. I felt much better after sitting in
the shade for 10 minutes while consuming a full
quart of bottled water. Based on my personal experience and research, there is a world of difference
between 100-105°F and 115°F in terms of how
much water you need. A half quart per hour is more
typical of what's required near 100°F. You might
even be able to run without water for several hours
at about 100°F and make up the deficit by drinking
at lot at your next fuel stop. But at 115°F, the level
of dehydration you will be experiencing between
fuel stops is excessive; you will definitely experience heat exhaustion and possibly heat stroke.
Why You Might Not Want to Be Wearing Shorts Under Your Riding Suit Some popular bikes, Wings
and Non-Wings, have "issues" with high levels of
engine heat. My K1200GT makes the lower half of
my legs warmer than on my K1200LT, but it's never
been a problem for me, until this trip. Air passing
through the radiator on both the LT and GT exits at
the side of the fairing just in front of the rider's legs.
On the LT, the hot air is blown far enough away
from the bike that it does not impinge on the rider's
legs. On the GT, the fairing is not quite as wide and
you can feel heat from the radiator on your lower
legs. The heat I feel on the GT is clearly less that
the heat I've felt riding other bikes, such as the
FJR1300. But on this trip, the heat became a problem. I rode for a long stretch with a slight crosswind
which increased the amount of radiator discharge
that impinged on my right leg. It got very uncomfortable. When I stopped for the night, I discovered that
I had second degree burns on the back of my right
calf: This wouldn't have happened if I had been
wearing long pants under my Aerostich. Under
identical conditions, I did not get burned wearing

According to data from the National Burn Center, the
time at temperature to cause a second degree burn is
as follows:
113°F 1.7 hours
122°F 2 minutes
131°F 11 seconds
140°F 2 seconds
The only thing protecting you from being burned
when your bare skin is exposed to ambient temperature of 113°F or higher is evaporative cooling and the
cooling of the skin surface by blood flow. To be protected from radiator discharge temperatures in excess of 113°F, you need INSULATION between your
skin and the hot air stream. What I painfully discovered is that the insulation provided by an Aerostich
suit is not enough. Indicators of heat stroke include






Headache
Dizziness
Disorientation
Hot, dry skin
Sluggish

I just read an article on temperatures in cities versus
temperatures outside of the city. Tests have shown
that on the same day, at the same time, temperatures
in the city can be 20 degrees hotter, so make note of
this when you travel into a city. Ride safely and hydrate often,
This article was taken from the LDRiders list, and was
written by Tom Austin
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Reba & Jim Berry
Region H Directors

Great Expectations
or
How's Your Integrity?

“We’re

coming, Lizbeth,
this is the big one!” WING
DING 37, that is! The granddaddy of them all. In
Huntsville, AL, September 4-7. Reba and I would like
to see you there on Wednesday afternoon, September 3, at 1:30 to support us in the International Couple of the Year selection.

All of GWRRA's officers sign the Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), which spells out the responsibilities of
holding office. There is one line in the MOU which states
“Will abide by all requirements set forth by GWRRA Home
Office and published in the Officer’s Handbook.” Taking a
look at the Officer Handbook reveals a section titled Expectations of Officers. That section further defines some of the
items contained in the MOU. One of those relates to
'leading by example'. It states: “Lead by example! You are
expected to hold high the ideals of GWRRA. …. Promote a
safe environment and proper rider education by wearing
appropriate riding gear (helmet, gloves, long-sleeved shirt
or coat, and boots) when riding..”

We are excited about this Wing Ding. We look forward to exciting entertainment, dinners with friends,
light shows, bike shows, parades, you name it!
Check out your September issue of Wing World
Magazine for the week’s activities, and don’t forget
to pack it.
Speaking of bike show: All of you who are waiting for
the last moment to sign up as a volunteer, well IT’S
HERE! The good spots are going fast so you better
not delay any longer. What a lot of fun it is that day
or all our friends from Region H to gather up and
work together. We get an up close and personal look
at all these fine bikes, trailers and side cars. And
maybe even some free ice cream!

Having recently attended Reno Rendezvous and other
GWRRA events, I witnessed lots of Goldwingers riding
around in short sleeves, maybe shorts, no gloves and tennis shoes (yes it was hot, but......). Oh, they weren't wearing helmets either. Many of us have known members who
'succumb' to the peer pressure of wearing proper gear –
and some of those members have been saved from greater injuries by virtue of the protection provided. While there
is no intention for anyone in GWRRA to become the “gear
police”, there is an expectation that officers will set the example and encourage others to follow suit.

Karen Frazier, our Region Educator, has some excellent points to consider for your ride to Wing Ding
What does this have to do with integrity? Remember, as an in her article on page 6 of this newsletter. We would
officer, you signed an agreement (the MOU). Have the per- also like to stress “BE SAFE”. Stay alert and focused
sonal integrity to abide by what you committed to –
when riding. Last week we were on a weekend out in
especially when you think no one is watching! That's the
the 4 wheeler. We saw 2 goldwings stopped at a sertruest demonstration of integrity.
vice station so we pulled in for a visit, you know,
The more you know, the better it gets!
family and all. We had about a 20 minute visit and
then our new friends hit the road. After a short “pit
stop” we headed down the road. About 15 miles later
we came across a gentleman waving for us to slow
down. As we topped a hill we saw a rider and corider sitting in the road and a Goldwing in the ditch.
Our new friends. A vehicle had stopped just over the
crest of the hill, in the single west bound lane,
opened the passenger door and got out to retrieve a
stuffed animal, a gorilla, which was laying in the
road. Be aware, there are some crazy people out
there on our highways. Avoiding Interstates and taking the back roads on you ride to Wing Ding is a
great way to see America, but be careful. They are
out there!
4
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Texas District
Director
Mike & Robin Thacker
Director’s Corner

OH YEAH CHAPTER O
Dawn Sprague
OH YEAH CHAPTER O

Yesssss, we are able to
squeeze one more
newsletter in before we leave for Wing Ding. We
Tom & I are sorry that we have missed the Rides,
have our list made out and we are going over the moGet-Togethers and Meetings over the summer. After torcycles this weekend to check the tires, controls,
going to the Reno Rendezvous in June, we then
lights, oil, chassis and side stand. (T-CLOCS). Don’t
went further West to visit Family & Friends in CA.,
WA., & OR. Had a Blast!!! Now that we have caught forget the cleaning and polishing. We will get most of
the packing completed, too.
up on some of our Projects, we are now headed for
Angel Fire, NM for a couple of weeks with Family.
Our first thing to do when we get to Huntsville Alabama is to go to the International Couple of the Year
I REALLY would like to Remind everyone to mark
their 2016 Calendar for IMPORTANT DATES:
selection to support our very own Jim and Reba Berry. We will be wearing our safety green shirts so they
MARCH 17-19, 2016:
can look out into the audience and see all that came
Region H Rally in Marshall, TX
to support them. We will also be attending some
seminars, helping with the bike show, building our
Randy & Kathy Reese will be competing for
paper air planes to glide one of them into the back of
"Region Couple of the Year"
an opened trailer, so we can bring it home with us.
Lets show them our Chapter Support !!!!!
We also need to get our CRAZY HATS together.
MAY 19-21, 2016:
Here is some information regarding the Crazy Hats:
Texas District Rally in Temple. TX
CRAZY HATS AT WING DING!!!
It's close so Everyone can do "Day Trips" instead of Your National Directors Ray and Sandi Garris have
"hoteling" it.
challenged us all to wear our CRAZY HAT’s at Wing
New Format, New Games, etc., May 2015 was a
Ding this year. They have promised a one-of-a-kind
BLAST!!! Trust me, you won't be disappointed!!!
reward for everyone making the effort. Join us at the
Also, our Annual Bluebonnet Rally (April 11, 2016), is CRAZY HAT Contest on Friday, Sept. 4 at 12:30 p.m.
just around the Corner. As you do "Fall Cleaning",
in the East Hall. We would love to see at least one
Remember Chapter O for our Silent Auction (items to from each District participating. Here are the rules
Dave Strebbing) plus "odds 'n ends" for Door Prizes outlined for this year’s event.
(items to Dawn Sprague). THANK YOU FOR YOUR
SUPPORT!!!!!!
• Categories – One category for all
Looking forward to seeing everyone at the Sept. 15th • Class – Individual
Meeting.
• Winners for first, second and third place
Til then,
Ride Safe, Ride Often & Have Fun
• Judging – Applause from the audience Bring your
Dawn Sprague
hat and your creativity and let’s have some FUN at
the contest!
We plan on having lots of fun and visitation with old
and new friends. THEN IT’S OVER, Aw, but then we
have Chapter T’s Rally, Chapter R’s Rally, Chapter
H’s Rally, Oklahoma’s District Rally and Kansas District Rally. More and More fun.
5
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Lyle & Sheri Altes
Assistant Directors
Chapter O

The Meeting for August brought some fun door
prizes:
Sheri
Ihop Card
Fred
Ihop Card
Stephen Ihop Card
Bob
Ihop Card
John
September them gift Barbecue Supplies

50/50:
20% $13.00
Tim Driskoll

30% $20.00
John Osborn

We had a great time celebrating Hubert’s birthday, not only did Linda back a cake, she baked
two, and then made homemade ice cream. It
was nice that their daughters and family were
able to join us in this great occasion.
Linda loves
her Hubert.
With the
Family

Sugar
makes me
fuzzy

Happy Birthday!
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(continued from page 4)

The good news, there was one broken wrist and
some road rash, but the couple was treated and released from a local hospital. When the tow truck drivers arrived, they picked the bike up, started it, put it
in reverse and backed it out of the ditch. Gotta love
them Goldwings.
There are 2 more rallies in our Region this year, Kansas, Sep 17-19 and Oklahoma, Oct 15-17. Don’t
miss the fun.
We would like to give a shout out to Doris and Jack
Schoeck. Jack has had some recent medical issues
and is now recovering under the strict guidance from
nurse Doris. We know his Team has stepped up to
the plate to assist him with the rally just around the
corner. Best wished Kansas Team.

September Birthdays

Sept 17th—Sheri Altes
Sept 19th—Joan Miller
Sept 22nd—Tyber Carter

Reba and Jim

========================================

September Anniversaries

After we get home from Wing Ding we will only have
3 ½ months to go until Mid-Winter round Up on January 9th 2016 at the Mayborn Convention Center in
Temple. (3003 N. 3rd Street) We have several rooms
blocked at the Host Hotel, Holiday Inn, 5247 S. General Bruce Dr. 254-778-5511, Reservation Code:
GWR for $89.00. MUST BE BOOK BY
NOVEMEBER 15TH, 2015 to get this rate. This host
hotel is different from last year. They have 99 rooms
with a very large lobby area with a lot of seating for
lounging around. It has an onsite restaurant and bar
with a Golden Corral restaurant next door. COME
AND CHECK IT OUT. We are very pleased to have
this hotel as the Host Hotel for your 2016 Rally on
May 19-21. We also have the Hampton Inn at 3816
S. General Bruce Dr. as the overflow hotel with the
same low rate of 89.00.

Sept 3rd—Israel & Rosie Guerra
Sept 11th—Lynn & Cindy Harris
Sept 12th—Paul Wood & Gayle Woodrow
Sept 14th—Russ & Joan Miller

(continued from page 5)

We have some things were going to change up this
year at MWRU and think everyone will like our new
ideas. Don’t forget, this is where everyone gets advised on the things that will be going on at the District
Rally in May. Your District team is very focused on
making sure everyone has a fun time at the events
we put together, SO, saddle on up and take a ride to:
“HAPPY TRAILS TO TEMPLE”

7
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Ken Burnett
Ride Coordinator

2015-2016
Couple of the Year
Ken & Teri Burnett
. The proud winner of the WingNut Award once
again go to John Osborn. His daughter came to
town, and her car broke down. They manage to
get the car to the shop and went to the house to
take the dog there. Then they went back to the car
dealership and John realized he did not have his
keys to the Truck. They called Wanda to go to the
house and get his keys, when she got to the house
she noticed UPS made a delivery, dropped it on the
porch, but could have put it in the house, since
John left his keys in the door. Whatever would we
do with out John?

Here it is, the first Saturday after Labor Day. Labor
Day being the official end of summer. We had 5 bikes
with 6 riders meet up at the HEB on RR 620 at FM
2222 on an absolutely gorgeous day. The temperature and humidity was down and the sun was up. I
don't know about you, but between all of the rain and
the heat lately I have not ridden much and I sure do
miss it. We headed out the back way around to FM
2222 and over to Mount Bonnell Rd which is a hilly,
curvy and scenic route over to 35th street. I am not
familiar with Camp Mabry and instead of asking anyone about how to get into Camp Mabry. I put my trust
into my GPS and the address listed, which caused us
to have to make a u-turn and go back to the gate because they do not use the other gate anymore. After a
quick ID check we made our way around to the car
show parking area. We all took off our riding gear and
got comfortable before heading over to the car show.
There were several long rows of beautiful cars and a
few bikes to wonder through and admire. The car
show was free to attend and they were raising money
several different ways to go to the Wounded Warrior
Project. They had a live band playing and there were
a few food trucks with food and refreshments and
several other vendors and booths. We all wondered
around at our own pace and enjoyed the car show.
Afterwards a few of us headed over to Quack's bakery on 43rd street for a delicious snack before heading home. It was a great beginning to fall.
========================================

=======================================
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When you reach for that First Aid kit, you'll be better prepared if you know what's in it and how to use
it. Take some time to look at what you're carrying on
your bike, to see if it's what you really need.

A good First Aid kit should
have a number of triangle
bandages in it, which can be
easily made from inexpensive
muslin purchased at any fabric
or discount department store -- I got mine for
about .99 a yard. These pieces should be large
enough that you can make a sling from them, or fold
them to use as a pressure-point type bandage, or put
them on a head injury to hold other bandages into
place. Mine are about 30" by 30" and are cut on the
diagonal. These are just unbleached muslin, but they
are clean and strong and BIG. I've NEVER seen a
commercially purchased First Aid kit with these supplied. If you need more than one (for example, after
making a sling for an arm, it's a good idea to immobilize that arm by binding it to the upper body), you can
tie several of these together if the patient is a large
individual. Carrying a minimum of three triangle bandages would be a good idea.

=======================================

T-CLOCS
To have a safe ride and trouble free trip, a good TCLOCS inspection is required to make sure your
motorcycle is in top condition. As you already
know, T-CLOCS is a simple acronym used to remember motorcycle components that should be examined during a pre-ride inspection.

I've also seen very few kits that have anything like
enough sterile gauze pads. If you need to put pressure on a bleeding wound, you'll go through these
items fast and will want enough to add another clean
one often. NOTE: Place a new gauze patch on top of
an existing blood soaked patch in order to prevent
tearing any existing clotting that has begun and reopening a wound.

Tires—and wheels;
Controls—such as levers, throttle and switches;
Lights and other electrics;
Oils—and other fluids;

It is helpful to have a bottle of filtered or distilled water in your kit. This can be useful in case of broken
bones, eye injuries, cleaning out other minor injuries,
and for dehydration.

Chassis—suspension and other drive-line
components
Stands

Most simple First Aid kits contain some kind of antiseptic ointment or cream. These can be useful for minor sunburns or insect bites, but they should usually
NOT be used on an serious injury. When the medical
folks start working on a wound, they don't want to
wonder what has already been applied to it. When in
doubt, throw it out.
In case of an accident, the first response these days
is to call 911. In most regions of the country, even in
rural areas, emergency assistance can be sent out
right away. However, if you ever become a witness to
a bad accident, you'll discover how important it is to
have current information and adequate First Aid gear,
even if you can't really do very much at the scene. It
may save a life to know what NOT to do.
9
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Kickstands Up!
Upcoming Events

Additional rides will be announced via the web site and Google Groups.
For an up-to- date monthly list,
visit the Chapter O web site at www.goldwingaustin.org/page4.html
Date

Chapter

Event

Location

Contact/Email/
Web

Phone

Sep 3-6

Wing Ding

Huntsville, AL

Sep 15

Chapter O Meeting

IHOP Duval

Jon Osborn

512-528-8105

Sep
17-19

Kansas District
Convention

Wichita, Kansas

Jack or Doris
Schoeck

620-341-0426

Oct 10

T-Fest

Harker Heights, TX

Jim & Alvalin
Woodul

254-634-4658

Oct
15-17

Oklahoma District
Convention

Hulbert, OK
Sequoyah Lodge

Wings in the Park

Raymond Russell
Park 20644 IH10W

Texas Honor Ride

Brooke Army
Medical Center

Oct 17

Nov 14

Chapter
H

Charles Flemming
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Terri’s Cole Slaw

Submitted by Dawn Sprague

-

One Head of Cabbage

-

1/4 Head of Red Cabbage
Small Onion
2 Small Carrots grated
2 T. Distilled White Vinegar
3/4 Cup Sugar (less if not want sweet)
1 Cup Mayo
Salt & Pepper to taste
In Food Processor Chop up Cabbages and Onion
In Bowl --mix Sugar, Mayo, Salt & Pepper
Now Mix Everything together
Refrigerate at least an hour

CLASSIFIEDS
None
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Gold Wing Road Riders Association
Texas Chapter O

GWRRA Motto..
Friends for Fun, Safety, Knowledge
Ride Safe in 2013

John & Wanda Osborn
303 Jeffery Drive
Cedar Park, Texas 78613
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